Abstract. This paper investigates, by means of Singular Value Decomposition analysis, the springtime relationships between the mean sea-level pressure field over the North Atlantic and the regional wind gusts over the Iberian Peninsula, identifying the main atmospheric circulation patterns linked to gust wind speed anomaly configurations. The statistical significance of the obtained modes is investigated by means of Monte Carlo approach. The analysis highlighted that the covariability is dominated by two main largescale features of the atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic. The first mode relates to Iberian gust wind speeds to the Scandinavian pattern (SCAND), linking the large-scale pattern to above-normal wind gusts. The second covariability mode, associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) pattern, correlates with maximum wind speeds over Iberia. An enhanced spring NAO pattern is related to positive (negative) wind gust correlations over northern (southern) Iberia. To find true relationships between large-scale atmospheric field and the gust wind speeds, composite maps were built up to give an average atmospheric circulation associated with coherent wind gust variability over Iberia.
Introduction
The use of sustainable and clean renewable energies has increased since the last decades, with the wind energy being a proven useful technology. In this sense, many efforts are leading us to use high potential wind energy resources nowadays. Severe storms and related destructive wind speeds pose a significant threat to modern societies and their assets.
Correspondence to: M. L. Martín (mlmartin@eis.uva.es) Severe storms are responsible for more than 50% of the total economic loss in central Europe, due to natural hazards (Ulbrich et al., 2001) . A single extreme storm event can cause economic losses exceeding 10 billion C. Therefore, the knowledge of atmospheric circulation patterns conducive to risky meteorological situations related to extreme wind events is especially important for wind energy applications (Palutikof et al., 1987; Thuilleier, 1987; Zuranski and Jaspinka, 1996) .
One of the most important factors in determining temporal-spatial distribution changes of variables such as gust wind speeds, precipitation, temperature and other climatological elements is the atmospheric circulation variability. The western European climate is influenced by the available knowledge of natural variability in regional scales and its relationship to large-scale circulation (Deser and Blackmon, 1993; Esteban-Parra et al., 1998; RodriguezPuebla et al., 1998) . The western European climate, is to some extent, determined by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) which is the first teleconnection pattern of lowfrequency (Barnston and Livezey, 1987; Glowienka-Hence, 1990; Rogers, 1990) . Although the influence of the NAO on the western Mediterranean climate has been discussed by a number of authors (Hurrel and van Loon, 1997; Corte-Real et al., 1995; Maheras et al., 2001) , there are other modes of variability that can also affect the western Mediterranean climate (Luna et al., 2001; Valero et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2004) . Different air masses with distinct physical characteristics will blow over different European areas depending on the relative location of different pressure centres over the North Atlantic zone (Font, 2000) . Concerning Iberia, the very complex topography plays a leading role in the characterisation of the regional atmospheric variability. The Iberian topography constitutes, Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. on a local scale, a decisive factor in the development of cloud systems or in the enhancement of wind speeds over different areas. on a larger scale, the topography can help to generated or redirected synoptic and mesoscale flows.
Relating to wind regime, the Iberian monthly mean gusts are characterised by a maximum in spring, minimum strength in summer and a high frequency of calm in winter, exhibiting important climatic contrasts. The northern Peninsula is mainly affected by cold dry or moist wind, depending on the air mass origin, while the south of Iberia is affected by the southwestern warm dry winds coming from North Africa or by warm wet air masses coming from the southeast. As an example, the Mediterranean Peninsula coastline is affected by wet winds which are called Levante or by wet and warm air masses coming from the Sahara, called the Xaloc (Fig. 1a) . The northwestern (southeastern) cold (warm) dry (moist) winds blowing down (up)-valley Ebro are known as Cierzo (Bochorno) while west-northwestern moist cold winds, called Galerna blow the Cantabric coasts (Font, 2000; García, 1985) . On the other hand, Tramontana are northern or northeastern winds affecting Catalonia and the Balearics. Southern Iberia is influenced by winds such asÁbrego with different characteristics to those of the northern Peninsula. As a result, advection of west-east air mass with diverse characteristics, influence of orography and land-sea temperature contrasts could lead to significant northern-southern differences.
Therefore, advances in understanding the relationships of winds in the Iberian Peninsula with coherent atmospheric patterns constitute an issue of relevance and a fundamental prerequisite for engineering, forestry and risk management purposes.
The main objective of this paper is to identify atmospheric circulation patterns occurring simultaneously with gust wind speeds, with special emphasis on episodes of strong gusts, on the Iberian Peninsula and the Balearics during the spring season. If the large-scale circulation configurations are associated with typical surface wind circulation patterns, mechanisms forcing regional atmospheric variability will be better understood. In order to analyse the relationships between large-scale atmospheric variables, such as sealevel pressure, and gust wind speed field, the methodology based on the singular value decomposition is applied. The statistical multivariate techniques have been successfully used by the authors in other studies giving evidence of the influence of several North Atlantic teleconnection patterns of low-frequency on the variability of the regional variables in the Western Mediterranean area (Martin et al., 2004; Morata et al., 2006 Morata et al., , 2008 Sotillo et al., 2006; Valero et al., 2009) . In these studies, monthly mean geopotential heights at upper atmospheric levels are used; on the contrary, this paper will be confined to the near-surface atmospheric variables in representing the large-scale atmospheric circulation at a more realistic height level to obtain more accurate circulation patterns with the observational maximum wind speeds over Iberia. In addition, the study of the relationship between the spring gust variability and the teleconnection patterns has been reinforced by means of wavelet transforms and composite analyses.
The study is set out as follows. A brief description of the datasets and the methodology applied to the original datasets are given in Sect. 2. Section 3 is devoted to analysing the Iberian maximum wind speed variability and its connection with low-level atmospheric circulation taking into account the statistical significance of the coupled modes. Section 4 presents the results from the composite maps obtained from the extreme gust wind speed data, statistically derived in the previous section, conditioned by the large-scale atmospheric data base. The summary and discussion of the main results are drawn in Sect. 5.
Data and methodology
Two datasets have been used in this study: monthly mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) and monthly mean gust wind speed data for 48 stations distributed over Iberia (Fig. 1b) , during the spring (M-A-M) season from 1980 to 2001. MSLP data are a product of the ERA40 Reanalysis (Gibson et al., 1997; Simmons and Gibson, 2000) . The MSLP data are given on a 1.2•×1.2 • latitude × longitude grid, spanning a domain from 52 • W to 16 • E and 20 • to 60 • N for 22-spring (1980-2001) . Gust wind speed data used in this paper consists of time series of daily maximum wind speeds from 48 sites over the Iberian Peninsula (station locations will be displayed by dots in the Fig. 1b) , covering the 1980-2001 period. These data come from in situ measurements of the station network of the Spanish Meteorological Agency (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología, AEMET). The data sampling frequency corresponds to 3-s average one. From the daily maximum wind speed data, monthly mean gust wind speed field has been obtained over the 22-year period. The list of stations used and their geographical coordinates are shown in Table 1 . Prior to the diagnostic analysis, the MSLP dataset was modified applying a cos(latitude) square root area-weighting to account for the uneven spatial density of the grid.
The relationship between the large-scale atmospheric circulation and maximum wind speed in the Iberian Peninsula is analysed by means of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis. Here, we only give a brief description of the method. Nevertheless, if more details about SVD are required, they can be found, for example, in Bretherton et al. (1992) and von Storch and Zwiers (1999) . The analysis based on SVD can be thought of as a generalization of the diagonalisation of a square symmetric matrix to the diagonalisation of a rectangular one, i.e., it is a generalization of the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (Lorenz, 1956; Davis, 1976) . SVDA is usually applied to two data fields together in order to identify modes that explain the greatest covariance between such fields. A SVD of the cross-covariance matrix of the two Table 1 . The x-axis corresponds to longitude, positive (negative) for degree East (West). The y-axis to latitude, positive for degree North. data fields yields two sets of orthogonal singular vectors describing a squared covariance fraction (SCF) of two time series. The SCF represents the percentage of the squared covariance (SC) explained by a pair of patterns. These singular vectors are also called left and right patterns or modes. Moreover, the modes are ordered with respect to their singular values so that the first pair accounts for the largest SCF and the remaining pairs describe a maximum fraction unexplained by the previous pairs (in analogous manner to the eigenvalues in Principal Component Analysis, PCA). In fact, the interpretation of the left and right singular vectors is a natural extension of the EOF concept (von Storch and Navarra, 1995) . Each singular value measures the contribution of each corresponding pair of modes to the total squared covariance. Thus, the SCF accounted for by the i-th pair of singular vectors is proportional to the square of its singular value. If the i-th singular left (right) vector is projected onto each data field, the i-th left (right) expansion coefficient for each variable can be obtained. The correlation, r, between the i-th expansion coefficients of the two variables measures how close the relationship between the pairs is (Hu, 1997) and the i-th right (left) expansion coefficient time series. For display purposes, the time series of expansion coefficients have been normalized by their standard deviation. The SVD was then performed on the detrended data to obtain seasonally-independent detrended modes. The expansion coefficients are obtained by projecting the original data (i.e., non-detrended) onto the previously derived SVD spatial modes. This allows for a representation of the long-term trends in the time series of expansion coefficients while the initial detrending of data avoids inflation of the crosscovariance coefficients in the determination of the spatial SVD patterns (Heyen et al., 1996; von Storch and Zwiers, 1999) . On the other hand and in order to get information about all timescales of the time series derived through the paper, a wavelet transform analysis has been carried out. The wavelet transform technique was introduced and formulated by Morlet et al. (1982) and Grossmand and Morlet (1984) . Wavelet transforms have been successfully applied to different studies of meteorological and climatological time series so as to understand their temporal scales of variability (Gamage and Blumen, 1993; Gao and Li, 1993; Weng and Lau, 1994; Morata et al., 2006; Barbosa et al., 2009) . These studies underline the advantages of the technique compared to Fourier transform analysis since the former plays down the difficulty of showing structures on different time or spatial scales at different time or spatial locations. While the Fourier transform does not contain any time dependence on the signal, hence, not providing any local information regarding the time evolution of its spectra, that wavelets enable localization in frequency and in time (Morlet et al., 1982) , it turns out to be an appropriate and powerful tool to study time series. The wavelet transformation not only has good local properties in time and frequency domain, but it also works as a microscopic analytical function by decomposing a time series into a set of scale components, allowing discrimination between oscillations occurring at fast scales and others at slow scales (Morlet et al., 1982; Grossmand and Morlet, 1984; Mallat, 1998; Kaiser, 1995; Morata et al., 2006 Morata et al., , 2008 . Additionally, the continuous wavelet analysis has the advantage of being usually easier to interpret because all the information tends to be more visible. In this paper, the continuous wavelet transform was used as a filter to decompose and isolate characteristics (Mallat, 1998) of the time series at different frequencies.
Moreover, the relationship between observational patterns and the coupled modes obtained from the SVD is studied by directly constructing positive (negative) composites maps. To do this, from a number of months with the highest (lowest) values of the expansion coefficients of the large-scale atmospheric field, several positive (negative) maps are built, highlighting the strong influence of the atmospheric field over the maximum wind speeds. If the dates associated with the highest and lowest values of the expansion coefficients of the MSLP are picked up, real maps of gust wind speeds, conditioned by those scores, will be associated with the strong positive or negative phase of the corresponding SVD mode. While the derived modes are statistically built, the composite maps represent configurations of the variable which can be comparable to observations. The choice of the number of situations has been arbitrary and chosen to be 5% of the total number of cases in the dataset. This number of data cases is enough to be representative of the observed patterns linked with strong gust anomalies.
In order to assess the statistical robustness and signification of the SVD results, a Monte Carlo test is performed. The test determined the statistical significance of the leading SVD modes and to indirectly estimate the relative importance of the large-scale atmospheric circulation over the regional gust wind speed field. From the SVDA results, for the Monte Carlo test, instead of using the SCF or the correlation coefficient, it was taken into account the abovementioned squared covariance (SC). The reason for using the SC is because SC does not measure the percentage of the covariance explained by a pair of patterns, but the direct relationship between the surface atmospheric and gust wind speed fields and between the coupled SVD patterns; on the other hand, the SCF and the correlation, r, are indirect measures of the relationship between the SVDA modes. Thus, a large SCF and r in the leading SVD modes of the two weakly related fields can be found, even though these modes actually account for little SC . Therefore, the SCF and r are only meaningful when they are associated with a significant SC. The procedure is similar to one described in Martin et al. (2004) . In this paper, several scrambled datasets are built by only scrambling each synoptic MSLP pattern, destroying its chronology relative to the gust wind speed field. Then, a SVD is performed over each scrambled dataset and the gust wind speed field, doing consequently several SVDs. These scrambled results are then compared to those obtained from the original unscrambled data. Thus, if two strongly related datasets are scrambled, their relationship becomes worse, to some extent, being reflected directly in the total SC as well as the SC of each SVD mode. More explanations of the procedure followed in this paper are given in the next section.
Results of the coupled atmospheric circulation-wind gust patterns
In this section, the robust relationships between the Iberian gust wind speeds and the large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns are investigated by means of a SVD analysis and the results are analysed by testing their statistical significance. The analysis is carried out diagonalizing the covariance matrix between gusts and MSLP. Finally, the true circulation characteristics related to the correlation patterns will be exposed by composite maps. Table 2 shows the percentage of the squared covariance fraction and the temporal correlation between pairs of expansion coefficients for the first modes of the SVD analysis, to give us an idea of the strength of the coupling.
Robustness of modes
In order to give statistical significance to the SVD results and to indicate the genuine and not artificial result of a statistical methodology, it is necessary to analyse the statistical robustness of the modes. To do this, a procedure 
First mode of covariability
The first SVD mode (SVD1) explaining 83% of the squared covariance between monthly mean MSLP and gust wind speed fields is shown in Fig. 2 . The MSLP pattern (Fig. 2a) depicts a nucleus of negative correlations centred over central Europe. This configuration of blocking (Holton, 1992; Bluestein, 1993) promotes advection of western (eastern, in its opposite phase) air mass over the Iberian Peninsula, favouring western (eastern, in its opposite phase) flows over the Mediterranean Iberian zone. The gust pattern (Fig. 2b) presents similar behaviour over the whole Peninsula, depicting positive (negative, in its opposite phase) gust wind speed correlations in the whole area. This pattern shows air masses blowing in the mouth of the Ebro river with associated northwestern (southeastern, in its opposite phase) moist winds blowing down-valley (up-valley, in its opposite phase) Ebro corresponds to Cierzo (Bochorno, in its opposite phase) (Garcia, 1985) . The gust wind speed pattern described by the first SVD mode accounts for more than 20% of the total maximum wind speed variance and matches the first homogeneous mode of this variable (not shown) which accounts for 44% of the gust wind speed variability. The agreement between the gust SVD pattern and its corresponding homogeneous mode is indicative not only of the intensity of the obtained heterogeneous pattern, but also of the strength of the link between the large-scale pattern and the gust wind speeds. The associated MSLP pattern explains 12% of variance and it agrees reasonably well with its corresponding first homogeneous mode, accounting for 25% of the MSLP variability. This geopotential pattern matches reasonably well to the well-known teleconnection pattern called the Scandinavian Pattern (SCAND) (Rogers, 1990) . The SCAND pattern is one of the most prominent teleconnection patterns that affects Eurasia throughout year. This pattern has been referred to as the Eurasia-1 pattern by Barnston and Livezey (1987) . The SCAND pattern is characterised in its positive (negative) phase by a north-south dipole of anomaly centres with a positive (negative) node centred over Scandinavia and another negative (positive) centre over Western Europe. The correlation value between the MSLP first expansion coefficient time series and the time series of the SCAND pattern is 0.6, indicating that the SVD1 relates the gust wind speeds in the Iberian Peninsula to such teleconnection mode of variability. The SVD1 time series are shown in Fig. 2c . In general, similar time evolution can be observed in the two time series. The moderately high correlation values (r = 0.73), significant at the 0.01 level, between the pairs of time series (Table 2) points to the high degree of coupling between the large-scale variables and the regional gust wind speeds. In order to examine the year-to-year fluctuations of the Iberian maximum wind speed field, the spatial average of the 48 standardized monthly mean wind gust time series is derived and shown in Fig. 3a . The spatial average mean gust is characterised by wind gust interannual fluctuations with above-normal conditions followed by a period that contains the below-normal springs. It should be noticed that the five below-normal years lie in the later period, having 1997 the lowest value and most anomalous wind gust year. A correlation analysis between the spatial average of gust wind speeds (Fig. 3a) and the gust SVD1 time series (Fig. 2c , continuous line) gave a resulting value of 0.92, indicating that the SVD1 seems to be strongly related to the long-term variability of mean gust wind speed in the area. Although neither significant periods are found after applying a spectral analysis to these time series nor significant trends are found after applying the Mann-Kendall test (Goossens and Berger, 1986) , the Morlet wavelet continuous analysis of all time series shows some remarkable characteristics (results only shown corresponding to time series of Fig. 2c, continuous line) . Figure 3b shows the wavelet power spectrum displayed as a function of period and time, corresponding to the wind gust time series spatially and temporally averaged over Iberia. The magnitude of wavelet coefficients gives a measure of the correlation between the signal and the wavelet basis. The power spectrum is mainly characterised by scales ranging between 3 and 8 years (see y-axis of Fig. 3b) , throughout the whole time period . Although power spectrum intensity is mainly concentrated in periods between 4 and 8 years, around 1984 and 1992 there arose some highly energetic amplitude, presenting nuclei with maximum amplitude at 6 years. The minima are located around 1982, 1989, 1993 and 1997 with scales evolving between 2 and 8 years, presenting minimum highly energetic oscillation. It is noteworthy how pronounced peaks on these dates are observed, in general, in the corresponding time series (Fig. 3a) . In fact, if the panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 are compared, it can be observed that the time location of wavelet maxima and minima match with above-normal and below-normal gust wind speed periods, remarkable during the period 1994-1998. Throughout the record, some episodes of quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) are found, lasting a short time. QBO signal predominates during the period 1990-2001, exhibiting high intensity around 1995. Additionally, periodograms of the time series were derived (not shown) to reveal that the maximum power of the spectra is concentrated in periods of less than 8 years, showing similarity with the wavelet results shown.
On the other hand, if panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 3 are compared, it can be noted the similar evolution in their power spectrum nuclei. The power spectrum intensity (Fig. 3c) is mainly concentrated in periods between 4 and 9 years, with highly energetic amplitude centred around 1984, noticing a maximum nucleus on 1994 with a period of maximum amplitude at 8 years. The power spectrum minima also present similarities with the corresponding minima of Fig. 3b . As in this figure, throughout the record, some episodes of quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) are found, lasting a short time and exhibiting high intensity during the last part of the 20th century. Moreover, if the panels (b) and (c) are compared with the panel (d) in Fig. 3 (expansion coefficient time series corresponding to gust wind speed field, Fig. 2c , continuous line) coherent zones in their wavelet power spectra can be observed, highlighting the similarity in sequences of the maximum/minimum in both signals. Such information is also noted in the correlation between the two time series (r > 0.9) as it is mentioned above. The maxima/minima are found approximately at the same scale and time values, indicating the analogous time-frequency evolution of gust wind speed expansion coefficient time series (Fig. 2c ) and the wind gust spatial average time series (Fig. 3a) . This result relates the SVD1 with the SCAND pattern, and it would explain the year-to-year fluctuations of the maximum wind speeds over the whole Iberia.
Second mode of covariability
The second SVD mode (SVD2) explains 10% of the squared covariance between MSLP and gust wind speed fields (Table 2 ). Figure 4a shows a strong nucleus of positive correlations located in southwestern Iberia that favour north-northwestern air masses advection over Iberia. The corresponding wind gust heterogeneous pattern (Fig. 4b ) presents an area of positive correlations located over northern Iberia and negative ones in the remainder of Iberia. This pattern reflects reinforcement of northwestern gusts blowing down-valley Ebro, knowing this wind as Cierzo (Garcia, 1985) .
The wind gust SVD2 mode represents about 6% of the total gust wind speed variance and matches its corresponding homogeneous pattern (not shown) which accounts for 12% of the wind gust variability.
On the other hand, the MSLP patterns described by the SVD2 mode explain 10% of variance, and it agrees reasonably well with the corresponding homogeneous pattern (not shown). Both spatial patterns match the wellknown NAO teleconnection pattern (Barnston and Livezey, 1987) , the main mode of low frequency variability in the North Atlantic. In fact, the correlation value between this heterogeneous pattern and the NAO configuration is 0.60. Figure 4c displays the SVD2 time series. The correlation between the pairs of time series is 0.60 (Table 2) , bringing out a notable association between the MSLP and gust wind speed fields. No significant trends were found when applying the Mann-Kendall test to the time series. However, significant periods (around 11 years, 3 years and more than 1 year) were found after applying a spectral analysis and periodograms of the time series. The NAO power spectrum (Fig. 5a) is mainly characterised by scales associated to low-frequency periods, showing power spectrum maxima mainly in periods between 5 and 9 years between 1990 and 1998. Figure 5b shows the wavelet power spectrum of the expansion coefficient time series of the wind gusts corresponding to the mode SVD2, in general, depicting the signal in the same periods than the NAO wavelet but in a different time. It is worthy to note the lack of phase existing between both low-frequency signals: while the NAO maximum highly energetic oscillations, associated with lowfrequency periods, are distributed on the 1990 decade, the corresponding maxima of the wind SVD2 mode are located in the first part of the record over the 1980 decade and coincidentally around 1990. On the other hand, episodes of high energetic oscillations are also found in high frequency. In the NAO case, there are zones of maximum intensity during the years 1987-1993 in periods around 2 years, exhibiting the highest intensity around 1991. In the wind gust case (Fig. 5b) , the maximum areas are located over 1989-1994, with the highest intensity centred on 1992. Concerning periods smaller than 2 years, there are some signals between 1985 and 1991 in the gust power spectrum, not being significant enough in the NAO wavelet. Periodograms of the time series (not shown) are in agreement with the variability associated with low frequency periods, showing significant variance between 6 and 10 years, and considerable variance associated with high frequency (< 3 years). The oscillating value influence of the winter NAO index in the Northern Hemisphere was analysed by Hurrell and van Loon (1997) , emphasizing this influence on precipitation and temperature fields over the Atlantic area. In their study, time series of the winter NAO index (1864 NAO index ( -1995 and the corresponding power spectrum were analysed, revealing decadal changes in the NAO index with significant variance at biennial periods in the first part of the record, whereas the 6-10 variance was enhanced over the latter half of the 20th century (Hurrell and van Loon, 1997) . It is well know that the NAO is most pronounced during winter; however, in this paper, the strong seasonal relationship between this teleconnection index and the Iberian maximum wind speeds during the springtime has been revealed. The low frequency variability, shown in the wavelet of the NAO-second SVD wind gust mode, revealed reverse behaviour related to high time scales, being of similar results to those of Hurrell and van Loon (1997) .
Relationships between gust wind speeds and large-scale atmospheric circulation
To examine the influence of the large-scale atmospheric circulation over the gust wind speed field at Iberia and to obtain relationships between observational patterns and the coupled obtained SVD modes, maps of composites of the two datasets have been obtained. In this paper, positive (negative) composites of the wind gusts are built, conditioned by the 5% highest (lowest) expansion coefficients of MSLP. Thus, the dates associated with the highest and lowest scores of the large-scale atmospheric field are used to derive two average patters: one of the MSLP and another of the wind gusts. These maps give an "average" pattern associated with extreme conditions in the wind gust field over the Iberian Peninsula. Figure 6 shows the SVD1 composite maps. The positive composite maps for the first mode ( Fig. 6a and b) show, in the MSLP pattern, a configuration with a low pressure nucleus centred over Ireland while a high pressure centre is located in southern Azores (Fig. 6a) . This pattern supports western advection of air mass over the Iberian Peninsula. The composite wind gust field (Fig. 6b) presents a homogeneous configuration of maximum winds in the whole area, that is, most of the study area shows high gusts with values higher than 11 ms −1 over much of the Iberian Peninsula and the Balearics. It is worthy to note that the observational mean wind gusts corresponding to this composite pattern have shown values greater than 13 ms −1 over northern Iberia. Alternatively, negative composites are shown in Fig. 6c and d. The MSLP pattern shows a strong nucleus of MSLP isolines located in northeastern Iberia, promoting strong wind gusts of Bochorno along the Ebro Valley (wind gusts higher than 11 ms −1 ), the Gibraltar area, the Mediterranean Iberian zone and the Balearic area (Fig. 6d) . It is remarkable the similarity between the MSLP composite patter (Fig. 6c ) and the negative phase of MSLP SVD1 mode (Fig. 2a) , showing strong nucleus, of SLP and positive correlations, respectively in both configurations. For the SVD2 composite positive maps ( Fig. 7a and b) , it is again remarkable how the coupled SVD mode configurations (Fig. 4) are reproducible in the corresponding composite maps. Thus, Fig. 7a shows a strong nucleus in the MSLP pattern located over the Atlantic Ocean, favouring north-northwestern-western winds over Iberia as noted in the corresponding composite map (Fig. 7b ) in which the gust wind speeds associated with Cierzo are present in the Ebro Valley and the remainder areas. Figure 7c and d corresponds to the composite data for the MSLP and gust wind speeds obtained from the negative phase of the MSLP second mode. In Fig. 7c , a dipolar configuration of MSLP (low (high) pressure in high (low) latitudes) is situated over the Atlantic area, promoting western winds over Iberia. In Fig. 7d , wind gusts are located in the interior of Iberia, highlighting the two Plateaus of the Iberian Peninsula. It is also worthy to note the remarkable high values around the Gibraltar Strait. Observational mean gust wind speed data corresponding to these composite patterns have shown values of around 12 ms −1 over the Plateaus. Such data are higher than the median and the average of the observational wind gusts, indicating that the high gust wind speed episodes in the Iberian Peninsula are related to the large-scale obtained configurations. 
Summary and discussion
The relationship between spring gust wind speeds over the Iberian Peninsula and Balearics and surface atmospheric circulation has been examined by means of the SVD analysis. In order to characterise the atmospheric circulation, monthly mean sea- The first leading SVD mode shows that above-normal maximum wind speeds are linked to the presence of a MSLP pattern, characterised by a strong nucleus of negative correlations centred over France. This synoptic pattern matched the SCAND teleconnection pattern, with a correlation value of 0.6 between the synoptic first expansion coefficient time series and the time series of the SCAND pattern.
Thus, the SVD1 mode captures the Iberian wind gust variability linked to SCAND variability. The second significant SVD mode establishes a clear relationship between the MSLP and the NAO patterns, with a correlation value of 0.60, resembling a configuration with a positive node of high correlation values spanning central latitudes of the North Atlantic Ocean. This large-scale atmospheric distribution, in its positive phase, promotes advection of NW air over the Iberian area, favouring wind gusts of Cierzo because of the channeling effect of the wind blowing down-valley Ebro. Thus, the gust wind speed pattern displays an area of high positive correlations located over the areas of northern Iberia, showing higher values over the Ebro Valley. The negative correlation values are situated in the central part of Iberia. These results indicate that this SVD2 mode would explain the response of the study area to the NAO pattern, that is, an intensification (weakening) of the spring NAO index is linked with positive (negative) wind gust correlations over the northern (southern) area of study.
Additional information related to the temporal evolution of the obtained SVD modes have been extracted from the analysis of the expansion coefficient time series by means of wavelet analysis.
The SVD1 mode could be responsible for the year-to-year gust fluctuations on the study area. For the gust wind speed time series spatially and temporally averaged over Iberia and the wind expansion coefficient time series of the first mode, wavelet transforms have been applied, highlighting the sequence of the maximum/minimum in both signals at the same scale and time values. This information was also noted in the absolute correlation value of 0.9 obtained between the two time series. Therefore, it can be seen that the SVD1 wind gust expansion coefficient time series and the gust wind speed spatial average time series present analogous timefrequency evolution. Thus, the SVD1 would explain the year-to-year wind gust fluctuations of the whole Iberia.
For the second SVD mode, the wavelet transforms, applied to both gust wind speed expansion coefficient time series and the spring NAO index, show a reverse behaviour related to high scales (periods around 11 years), being phased out of the low-frequency signals associated to both time series. The NAO maximum highly energetic oscillations are distributed on the 1990 decade while the corresponding maximum of the wind gust SVD mode can be observed on the 1980 decade. Concerning lower scales, some episodes of high energetic oscillations predominate from 1985 to 1991 in both signals. As in the spectrum winter results of Hurrell and van Loon (1997) , the variability associated with low frequency, shown in the wavelet of the NAO-SVD2 wind gust mode, has revealed a reverse behaviour related to high time scales. While the variability associated with a low frequency period was highlighted in the NAO index on the 1990 decade, here the remarkable variability of the gust wind speed SVD2 mode wavelet spectrum appeared on the 1980 decade. Positive values of the NAO index are indicative of stronger than average westerlies over the middle latitude areas which are associated with anomalies of low pressures over the Icelandic and strong anomalies of high pressures over the subtropical Atlantic. This can be noticed on the reverse behaviour of the Iberian wind gusts at low frequency. In this way, alterations in the North Atlantic mean circulation patterns go with marked shifts in the storm tracks and their related large-scale eddy activity (Hurrell, 1995; Rogers and Mosley-Thompson, 1995) . If the anticyclonic (cyclonic) behaviour over Iberia is long-time reinforced, the wind field will present periods of calm (windy) over most of the Iberian Peninsula and subsequently the gust wind speeds will be modified.
The strong influence of the pressure centres over the Atlantic Ocean in the Iberian gust wind speed field has been studied, identifying different atmospheric circulation patterns that have an influence on the springtime wind gust variability in Iberia. The SVD analysis has shown that the atmospheric dynamics in the North Atlantic is responsible for about 30% of the wind gust variance in the Iberian Peninsula. The variation of intensity and/or position of pressure centres, within a climate change scenario, could possibly change the relative frequency of the large-scale atmospheric patterns or form new ones, changing the present wind system and, subsequently, the gust wind speed regime.
